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Gay group strikes deal with A.S. board
1.111113

By Ken Leiser
Leaders from the Gay and Lesbian Alliance sat down and "hammered out" an agreement with members of the Associated
Students board of directors on a controversial debt issue this week, said Sam Doying.
A.S. director of business affairs.
As a result of the meeting. GALA will
pay off an $800 debt owed to the A.S. by the
I; now-defunct Gay Student Union.
It will also be allowed to appear in the
A.S budget beginning next year by taking
over the debt. Normally, new groups must
go through Special Allocations for two years
before it can appear in the budget.
GALA will pay $100 a month until the
debt is paid back.

New organization to pay defunct group’s debt
Laura Sprague. a CALA spokesperson.
said the group hail derided ni pay off the
debt amassed by (NI’.
A GALA member who asked ma lii ic’
named, said the group w as Ir ing to demonstrate its accountability
"We’re going to tr our damnedest to
pay that back We want to show everyone
that gays and lesbians are responsible people," she said
The group was also given $800 to the
A S board for start-up Nests. sit Stephanie.

Doer. A S director of coninionity affairs.
G LA describes its goals as educating
Ihe 5.ISteampus community about gays
;mil ’,bums It is also pildically active
The issue arose when GALA made a $999
reyuest I ur stall - Up costs on Monday at the
Special Allocations meeting
A question w ;is asked about the group’s
a Mini non cc ith the GSU. which had an out- ciiiting debt (it Stria.
rhe group ;s1 had i bad reputation

as an organization and fell apart," Duer
said.
GALA told the board members present
that it was not the same group that had
amassed the debt.
However, the roster of names for GSU
was the same as GALA’s because of a mixup, Duer said. She said the Special Allocations Committee was acting on the wrong
roster provided by Student Programs and
Services, which handles the registration of
campus groups.

GALA did not submit a new roster to
Student Programs and Services because it
was afraid it would be discriminated against
if its affiliation with GSU became known,
Duer said.
"Very few, if any, are the same students
from the Gay Student Union," she said.
The group claimed that the mix-up was
its own fault and that it was not familiar
with the procedure taken to start a new
group.
The committee then asked that the
group meet with members of the board.
They met with Doying, Duer and Mich Ghadiri, A.S. director of non-traditional minority affairs. A.S. President Kathy Cordova also attended the meeting.
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Witnesses testify
at hearing for prof
who may be laid off

Takin’ the plunge

By Karen Woods
Wintnesses at a grievance hearing Wednesday for Barbara Christensen, an instructor whose job is in
jeopardy because her classes are
scheduled to be cut, said the Undergraduate Studies Committee recommended keeping the courses.
Christensen is an associate professor in the Division of Technology
who was notified during the summer
that the courses in textile technology she was teaching would be cut at

35

the end of the fall semester. As a
result. Christensen would be laid off.
Christensen’s
representative,
Prof. Charles Larsen, finished his
list of witnesses and will conclude
his presentation Monday.
On the same day, the campus
representatives, 1.,ela Noble, associate academic vice president, and
Sybil Weir, associate dean of Faculty Affairs, will start presenting
the university’s case.
continued on back page

SJSU profs hesitant about
state-financed campaigns
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At first glance it appears ’The Diver’
is trying to give James Mowry the
slip by plunging into the soggy lawn
in front of Tower Hall. Actually,
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nior said his class project is ’an ephemeral sculpture,’ because groundskeepers will probably remove ’The
Diver’ before this morning.

Mowry was the one doing the slipping. Ile spent part of yesterday applying ’slip’ a thin, wet clay to
his newspaper sculpture. The art se -
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Community colleges won’t get cash by Christmas
,

SACRAMENTO (API The head of the state
Senate has rejected a proposal by his Assembly
counterpart that lawmakers return to the Capitol
this month to restore 8108 million to community
college budgets.
Senate President Pro Tern David Roberti, 1) Los Angeles, sent a letter Wednesday to Assembly
Speaker Willie Brown, D-San Francisco.
Roberti aides said Brown had suggested that

Roberti aides said the letter to Brown said a
one -day session this month would not be "a product lye exercise."
"There is no indication that the governor
would accept legislation to provide the community colleges the MX million . . . nor can we be
assured there is sufficiently broad bipartisan support in the Legislature to pass the suggested legist!n iirttiir said.

lawmakers return to session Dec. 12. The Legislature is not scheduled to reconvene until Jan. 3.
The dispute centered on Gov. George Deukmejian’s insistence that he would not agree to
bring the "Aleges up to last year’s funding level.
unless leginlators agreed to impose $50-a -SettleSter tuition for full -lime students.
Assembly Democrats refused to approve to
it ion.

SAN JOSE Two members of
the SJSU Political Science Department were among the witnesses testifying at a legislative hearing on a
proposal to publicly finance politic al
campaigns.
The witnesses, testifying before
the Joint Committee on Campaign
and Election Reform, warned
Wednesday that political "reform"
can be bad as well as good.
Roy Young, chairman of the Political Science Department, said,
"We need quick passage of something called the Anti -Reform Act of
1983 . . . Reforms have been, in the
main, harmful to the political system."
But Young said he favored some
form of public financing for campaigns.
"My whole thrust was I wanted
every serious candidate to get
enough money to run an effective
campaign," Young said yesterday.
He said public financing could
make more races competitive. The
incumbent legislators’ name recognition gives them an advantage
against challengers, Young said.
He believes the challengers
should not be forced to exhaust their
campaign funds attempting to improve their public recognition.
However, Young cautioned that
he was not "wild about" public financing.
"There are problems with pub-

lie financing," he said.
He opposes proposals which
would give candidates more matching funds if they raise the majority
of their campaign money in their
districts. Young also opposes any
proposals which would provide candidates more money in the general
elections than in the party primaries.
Most of the legislative districts,
he said, either lean heavily toward
the Republicans or Democrats,
making the primaries the key races.
He said the challengers need the
matching funds public financing
would provide for the primaries.
Young
opposes
campaign
spending limits because "there is no
evidence that big money corrupts
candidates."
A campaign only needs a certain amount of funds, making any
money spent after that limit useless,
Young said.
Other witnesses, after issuing
similar warnings, endorsed limits
on campaign contributions. Some
also favored ceilings on spending.
Roy Christman, also a SJSU political scientist, opposed limits on
campaign contributions from any
source: "Limits drive money into
independent political action committees, based on the narrowest of
interests."
Staff Writer Jeff Barbosa contributed to this story.

New station managers try to polish KSJS’s image
By Warren Buts
KSJS has undergone wholesale changes since new
General Manager, Joel Wyrick and Faculty Adviser
.
George Lull took control of the reins of the station.
Aside from the switch from a "middle of the road’’
music format to a newer, "rhythmic" new wave sound.
Wyrick is taking new measures to generate funds for
the financially ailing station and has drafted a floor
plan for construction renovation at SJSU’s only radio
station.
The changes, Wyrick said, are an attempt to secure
a more professional image for the station, which he
sees as having a lack of credibility among students and
the community.
"My main concern is having the station on 24 hours
a day," he said. "This 6 a.m. to lam. crap. . is crazy.
And of course they say nobody listens, hut to know you

:
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stationi

has had shut dow Its ol up to two weeks in pied
Veill’s ;Ind is flow being asked by Chiel engineer Michael
Gallagher for another shutdown because illelect, mal
problems. Wyrick said
-The university’s mentality on everything is ’wait
until it drops then we’ll fix it.’ I just think that’s not the
way to run the station, so let’s take some protective
measures beforehand.
"So it costs us a little money but it would keep our
credibility together.KSJS receives $13,000 annually in Assoeiated Students funds, 85,000 of which is allotted for equipment
and maintenance.
1,1’ rick said hinds had already been exhausted
from i Ii,- purchase if a 83.200 cartridge player . replace
men, nil tubes and repair of other ’,teethe:it problems.

The station’s main ii an:A:otter. estimated at $20.000, is also starling to break down and will be out of
commission within the next five years, Wyrick said.
As a result, last week he incorporated the services
01 the Pacific Broadcast Corporation to gather sponsors
for the station
He is also attempting to assemble a sales force to
drum up business through pledgathons and other
events.
But the main obstacle Wyrick faces in accomplishing this last project involves a total structural renovation of the station.
He said the station office was so ineffectively organized "it’s embarrassing."
"rhe problem is we don’t have anywhere to conduct business I feel ashamed to invite anybody of importance in here and say, ’Hey. have a seat. Let’s
talk ’

All of the station’s current business is conducted
out of one room which also houses the record library.
Wyrick said it is a haven for people coming in and out to
talk to the disc jockeys and for classes who use the
connecting production studio.
There is also an extreme lack of space in the sound’
booth which creates problems in conducting live interviews, he said.
"I have bigger closets than this. It’s really sad."
Wyrick’s plan includes knocking out the wall in
back of the soundbooth and connecting it with what is
currently Lull’s office.
He said the plan, which includes a new transmitter,
would cost about $50,060 and could be implemented by
1985.
"If we get that room, we can have a business office,
organize a sales force and be able to raise the money,"
he said
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Bus your own table, buster
Waitresses are mad as hell these days
In January. 1983, a new law went into effect requiring tipped employees to pay taxes on 8 percent of a
restaurant’s earnings.
The bill was part of Ronald Reagan’s Tax Equity
and Fiscal Responsibility Act, said Michael Kissell,
Local 483 representative for the Hotel Employees and
Restaurant Employees Union.

The original proposal was for 15 percent. but was
whittled down to eight after restaurant unions spent
more than 9100.000 Lghting it, Kissell said.
Reporting tips was formerly done on the honors
system. Waitresses were required to report 100 percent
of their tips to the Internal Revenue Service.
As you can guess, the amount of tips reported was
rarely, if ever, 100 percent.
The IRS audited those they suspected of cheating,
but if a waitress kept daily records of the amount she
reported, she was usually safe. If she had no records,
the IRS gave her an estimate and she was forced to pay
the difference.
The basic law requiring restaurant employees to
report tips hasn’t changed, he said. What has changed
are the reporting procedures.
"They’ve opened up the books of the employers,"
Kissell said.
Each restaurant is responsible for making sure its
employees report 8 percent of the money they bring in.
Some restaurants keep records of each waitress’
food checks. This seems to be the most fair thing to do.
But there are "thousands of restaurants that don’t."
Kissel! said.
They simply take their total earnings and divide it
bythe number of waitresses on duty for the day. With
this system, a breakfast and lunch waitress pays the
same amount of taxes as a dinner waitress who may
make twice the amount of tips.
The tip law went into effect with absolutely no explanations for restaurants on how to implement it, Kissell said. This has resulted in considerable change
throughout the year and changes continue to be
made, he said.

At first, the law exempted restaurants with less
than 10 tipped employees. It was later changed to lo
employees, tipped or otherwise. Either way, it is unfair
that the size of the restaurant determines whether a
waitress will be forced to comply with the tip law.
Nor is it fair to larger restaurants, who are forced
take responsibility for tip reports.
Numerous questions arise. What about employees
who worked a few months and quit without reporting
any tips who will pay their share of taxes? Why are
restaurant employees being singled out?
What about employees who make less than eight
percent? And aren’t tips considered gratuities, or gifts?
Restaurants are allowed to apply for lowering their
requirement to 5 percent.
A group of Watsonville restaurants have done this.
Kissel! said. Their hearing is set for 1986, during which
time each tipped employee must keep records to prove
he made less than 8 percent.
What if they wait around all those years, only to be
told they owe thousands of dollars in back taxes?
Tips haven’t been considered gifts since 1976, Kissell said.
How can they be considered anything else when
they are not compulsory?
"They’re assuming that waitresses make a lot of
money," he said.
They assume wrong. Waitresses receive minimum
wage, or lower, plus tips. And the economic situation
has lowered tips drastically.
Waiting tables is not easy, and it is certainly not
worth doing for minimum wage.
If Reagan receives bad service in a restaurant, he
had better not complain. He may wind up with egg on his
face literally.
Ever hear of a negative check?
One Monterey waiter consistently receives
"checks" telling him he owes money. He usually has to
pay about $30 a month, Kissell said.
"This is the calm before the storm," he said.
The fun will really begin when tax time rolls around.
"I recommend that every tipped employee keep
records," Kissell sale.
But how is the IRS going to prove if those records
are honest? It will be the waitress’s word against the
government’s who do you think will win?
An IRS representative refused to comment on plans
for handling the tip law. They are probably just as confused as everyone else.
Thomas Jefferson advised against taxation, because once the government starts taxing, it doesn’t
know where to stop.
Perhaps we should tell it.
"Next year, maybe they will go after the taxi drivers, the beauticians and the shoe-shine boys," Kissell
said.
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The forum page is your page. The Daily encourages readers’ comments on any topic.
The viewpoints expressed in opinion articles
are those of the author. Editorials appearing
on this page are the opinion of the Spartan
Daily.
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Question: Is a new REC
worth $40 a semester to
you?
Asked in front of the Student Union.

Letters
A& letters must bear the writer’s name, signature,
major, phone number and class standing. The phone
number is for verification purposes, and will not be
printed.
Letters can be delivered to the Daily, upstairs in
Dwight Bentel Hall, or at the information center on the
first floor of the Student Union.
The Spartan Daily reserves the right to edit letters
for length, grammar and libel.

No. I think the money
should be spent for fixing
the elevators in Wahlquist
Library first. They’ve been
out for just about a year
now.
Chris Berger
Library Science
graduate student

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Today’s news reflects a world
of pessimism and helplessness
Editor:
My God, what is happening to this world? It’s 11:30
p.m. Monday, and I’m watching the news. If you want to
feel optimistic about life, don’t watch the news.
Is there any justice?
Dan White, who climbed through a window to avoid
metal detectors at City Hall, shot and killed San Francisco Mayor George Moscone. He reloaded his revolver
and proceeded to shoot and kill Supervisor Harvey Milk.
Despite obvious indications of premeditation, White
was charged with manslaughter, not murder. Requests
for a retrial have been denied.
He will be free Jan. 6,1984.
Tara Burke, a young child , was kidnapped, sexually assaulted and held captive, naked, ins trailer. Her

trial just began and the first witness for the prosecution,
a 12-year-old boy, said he and Tara were forced to engage in sodomy and oral copulation with their abductors.
And let’s never forget the Marines. !I’m afraid the
government has already forgotten Vietnam.) The death
toll in Beirut, as of this writing, is more than 190.
There is no justification for this.
I heard one parent of a dead marine say he was
proud of his son. "He died for his country," he said.
No, he did not! He died for Lebanon. This only compounds the tragedy.
As I wiped a tear from my eye. I never have felt so
helpless.
And I never knew Moscone, Milk, little Tara or any
of the Marines in Beirut
people who exemplify helplessness, thanks to the world we live in.
Mark ’Catches
Journalism
junior

Voicing your opinions shows
concern with community issues
Editor:
Recently Janice Moist in an editorial in the Norseman, the newspaper of nearby West Valley College,
wrote about student apathy, and I think most of it is
applicable at SJSU as well.
In it, Moist notes that writing letters shows concern
for the issues of our day.
Her point about writing to editors can be taken a
step further write to your school and public officials
to let them know how you perceive issues.

They can use that $40 for
something else. It’d be nice
to have a REC, but they’re
just looking for ways to
spend our money. We have
enough recreation already.
Sharon Benton
Psychology
junior

Let your voice be heard.
Dare in Poulos
Chemical Engineering
graduate student

I don’t care, because my
dad pays it anyway.
Stan Vuekovich
Advertising
junior

It’s not really fair a $40
increase
because the
commuting
people
go
home and don’t really use
the facilities. I think it
should be an option.
*Glenn Gunter
Business Finance
junior

LiSSiiON KiRur SURPRISE , ONE GRNADA *COPES, ON; Nicap6uA Niall"Weg,CNE
SuFFERIN’ sioak NO ONE EOTIlt OF SOLE SouRa - AND 1WEY SA1 D 116015 I *X TAB:
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No, because SJSU is commuter college and basically, people that would
use a REC wouldn’t come
to school to work out. I pla.
racquetball and work out
three times a week, and I
wouldn’t come to school t,,
work out because there’s a
place right down the street
from my house.
Annette Woodall
Psychology
freshman
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Femininity bred success

Student aliens are ’residents’

a

1

SACRAMENTO (AP)
The Legislature has
passed a bill making the foreign -born children of illegal aliens "residents" for tuition purposes at colleges
and universities, says a lawyer who helped write it.
But the author of the bill, Assemblyman Art
Agnos, D-San Francisco, says it was aimed only at
Indochinese refugees, and if it does anything else, it
wasn’t intended.
The bill sailed through the Legislature last summer without a single vote against it. It would require
undocumented students to show they’ve resided in the
state at least a year, in order to be eligible for state
financial aid and resident tuition.
The lawyer who helped write the bill, Catherine

LOS ANGELES (AP) A doctoral study of 60 young
women who l,dr succeeded in law, medicine, the arts
and entertainment found they attribute their achievements and six -figure salaries to feminine personality traits.
The author of the study, Trudi Ferguson, said her
findings contrast with previous research on older women
who made it to the top of the ladder.
"Older women primarily adopted masculine models," Ferguson said.
"They believed they had to store away their femininity during their career rise," she said.
Ferguson said the younger women studied "attributed their success most often to feminine, aft illative skills
getting along well with people, sensitivity. understanding, being female.
Older successful women, interviewed previously by
another researcher, attributed their success to technical knowledge.
Ferguson, 37, earns
$65,000 a year as a management consultant and parttime faculty member at
the University of California, Los Angeles Graduate
School of Management.
The study was part of
her doctoral program and
she was awarded the de(Reg. $25.00)
gree in June.

Gov. George Deukmejian’s education adviser,
William Cunningham, said the Republican governor
signed the bill because "it puts in compliance with the
U.S. Supreme Court. . We felt we had no choice."
Agnos and the community college lawyers who
sponsored the bill said the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in
March that Maryland must allow the children of World
Bank officials to be considered as residents for enrollment in the state university.
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Study says women no longer adopt male traits

Close, said Wednesday that such students must also
demonstrate that they intend to stay in California.
Children born in the United States to illegal alien
parents automatically become citizens.
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"I chose to study women aged 30 to 40 because that
is my age bracket," said Ferguson, whose subjects’
salaries averaged $100,000 and, in one case, exceeded
$350,000.
She said that studies, including Margaret Hennig’s
"Managerial Women," found that older women experienced great conflict between their careers and having families. They regarded it as an either-or choice.
Ms. Ferguson said.
By contrast, Ms. Ferguson found that younger career women are far more likely to be married and
have children than the older career women had been at
a comparable age.
"Their husbands or boyfriends supported their
role behavior, telling them that it was OK to work late,
to be aggressive," she said. "The most successful
women, incidentally, had mates in the same professional field."

Rent
Santa Suit
$20.00 with this
Coupon

Legislators call
.for commission
to redraw lines

r

WE’RE
CELEBRATING

AVIA WEEK

SACRAMENTO (AP) Two key Democratic legislators, responding to a reapportionment plan offered by
Republican Gov. George Deukmejian, called Wednesday
for the creation of a 13-member bipartisan commission to
handle the once-a-decade chore of redrawing political
boundaries.

We’ve discovered the ultimate
basketball shoe that flexes where
you do and absorbs shock 25%
better than the leading six brands.
AVIA. We challenge you to test it.

The governor has proposed creating an 8-member
panel composed entirely of appeals judges, half appointed
by Democratic and the other half by Republican legislators, to draw new districts for the 1986 elections.
The governor said such a commission was needed to
stop a Democratic bias in the reapportionment plans for
1980 approved by the Democrat-controlled Legislature.
The Democratic plan, unveiled Wednesday, would
create a 13-member commission of private citizens appointed by appeals court judges and by Democratic and
Republican officeholders. It would not draw new district
41 lines until after the 1990 census.
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SJSU vollyballers
get NCAA berth
Lady Spartans face Cal Poly in opener
By John Ormsby
The SJSU volleyball
team came back to life this
week.
The Lady Spartans
unshed the season with a
19-10 mark, but they
dropped five out of their
last six games, and a 6-3
conference mark was not
good enough to qualify for
the NorPac tournament.
An NCAA berth seemed a
remote possibility at best.
It is now a reality.
The opening matchups
for the NCAA tournament
were announced this week,
and SJSU was one of four
NorPac teams receiving
berths. Second-ranked Pacific, No 17 Oregon State
and No.18 Cal join SJSU in
the Norhtwestern Regionals in San Luis Obispo. The
Lady Spartans open tonight at 8 against Cal Poly San Luis Obispo.
Oregon, a team that
beat the Lady Spartans
late in the season and finished ahead of SJSU in
NorPac, was not invited.
Beth Bricker, executive director of NorPac,
said the NCAA’s decision is
based on "many factors"
other than final standings.
"The berths are decided by an NCAA championship selection committee," Bricker said. "The
conference champion, in
this case UOP, receives an
automatic berth. All the
other positions are strictly
at -large.
"In this case, San
Jose’s early-season success, their tougher schedule and the fact that they
were in the top 20 most of
the season earned them an
at- large berth."
Dick
SJSU
coach
Montgomery was pleased
that the selection committee was not swayed by his
team’s late season losing
streak.
"I’m very happy the
people on the committee
had the confidence in our
program to select us despite our problems late in

the year,’’ Montgomery
said "It shows our program has gained some national respect . "
Oregon coach Chris
Voelz had a different view
of the selection process.
"I don’t know what to
tell you. I’m just as suprised as everone else
who’s been calling here all
week," a perturbed Voelz
said from Oregon Wednesday. "You’ll have to ask
committee
the
NCAA
about their decision."
The decision has been
made, and it will be the
Lady Spartans who take
the court against the Mustangs tonight. The teams
split two matches this season. SJSU took a five-game
contest at home one week
into the season, and Cal
Poly returned the favor by
downing SJSU in four
games in San Luis -Obispo
October 29.
Montgomery does not
think his team will be
rusty, despite the extended
lay off.
"We’ve been practicing since Monday," the
coach said. "We haven’t
lost anything phybif.ally,
and we may be stronger
mentally. We’ve had some
time to relax."
His team will be without two key players. Lisa
Ice was lost for the year
when she went down with a
serious knee injury in the
Hawaii match November
9, and Mandy McMahon
left the team for personal
following
the
reasons
match with Pacific the
week before.
"I know we have a
strong team even without
Lisa and Mandy," Montgomery said. "On paper
we still have a good team.
We need to play with the
confidence that we are a
good team without those
two players. If we do we’ll
have a very good chance of
winning."
Win or lose, the coach
is looking for the kind of
performance that
will

ishment of 16 athletes from
various sports, including
two Americans a weightlifter and a women’s
sombo wrestler
and the
withdrawal of 11 U.S.
men’s track and field athletes.
The bans involved athletes who tested positively
for use of illegal substances, while at least
some Americans who withdrew prior to the competition feared they would turn
up positively if tested.
"Some people were
scared and confused," said
Randolph, the track and

st odd .
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/,ear and guided the Cardinal to a 14-1.1 record, the first non-losing record in 10 years.
Davis returns this year to build his team
around honorable mention All-Americans
John Revelli and Kieth Jones. Jones, a guard,
was Stanford’s leading scorer last season
with a 19.8 average.
Revelli has been a mainstay in the middle for the Cardinal during his career. The
center averaged 19.1 points a game during
the 82-83 season. Jones and Revelli combined
for 41 poinst in last weeks win over Bemidji
State.
Stanford hardly relys on just two players.
Davis stresses the team concept, and that
means getting production out of his entire
team.
Hans Wichary mans one of the forward
positions. The 6-foot -9 senior scored 12 points
againts Bemidji State. He can also play cen-

’It shows our
program
has
gained some national respect.’
SJSU coach

ter Wtchary filled in admirably for Revelli
last year when the big man went down with a
knee injury.
Andy Fischer and Keith Ramee round out
the starting five. Fischer averaged 5.4 points
a game last season, and Davis is counting on
the 6-5 forward to provide some consistent
offense this season. He scored 13 points in the
win over Bemidji State.
Playmaker Ramee is Davis’ point guard,
entrusted with running the Cardinal offense.
This is the first meeting between the
schools in four years. Stanford leads the series 33-9. The winner will take on either Fordham or North Carolina.
Fordham 2-21 won the Metro Atlantic
Conference last year and has made appearences in the NIT tournament the last
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NOW YOU CAN LAUNCH A NEW CAREER
WHILE KEEPING YOUR PRESENT JOB.
FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP WILL TRAIN
YOU TO OPERATE YOUR OWN AGENCY
AND PAY YOU FULL COMMISSIONS
WHILE YOU LEARN, START YOUR PROF
ESSIONAL SALES CAREER TODAY.
CONTACT
Craig Fischer

S.1SU’s Lisa Ice will not be available for the NCAA tournament. Shy.
underwent major knee surgery in November.

field coach at the University of Florida and formerly head coach at the
United States Military
Academy. "Not all were
loaded and not all were involved with drugs. But
some were into them very
heavily."
Originally, 12 Americans left Caracas one day
before the start of the track
and field events, but one,
pole vaulter Mike Tully, returned and surprisingly
won a gold Medal.
"We dealt with the
problem openly and ethically," said Randolph.
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By John Ormsby
The SJSU basketball team will try to continue its winning ways this weekend when it
participates in the Stanford Invitational.
The Spartans 11-0i opened the season
with a convincing 55-42 win over San Francisco State Tuesday, but if they plan on putting together a winning streak, they’ll have to
do it against some top oppenents.
Second-ranked North Carolina, Fordham
University and Stanford will be on hand to
test Bill Berry’s young team.
The Spartans open against the host Cardinal at 7:30 tonight at Maples Pavilion.
Fordham and North Carolina will square off
in the second game.
Stanford 12-0i comes into the season with
the advance billing as the Pac-10 conference’s most improved team. Coach Tom
Davis took over the head coaching job last
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Spartans, No.2 Tar Heels in tourney
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prove his team was worthy
of an NCAA berth
"I’m concerned that
we play well," Montgomery said. "I’m not as con.
cerned with winning as I
am with just playing a
good match. We want to
represent ourselves well."
Notes: Pacific receives a first round bye in
the regionals. Cal will take
on Oregon State and Northwestern faces CC Santa
Barbara in the other pairSouth No.1 Hawaii
ings. Here is a rundown of
the various regions and draws the bye. Florida- ,
Tennessee, Texas-Lamar
their match-ups :
Third- and Kentucky-North CaroMideast
ranked UCLA draws the lina round out the southern
top seed and the bye. Pur- pairings.
Fourth-ranked
West
due faces Illinios State, Nebraska takes on Western Stanford holds the bye. The
Michican and Penn State .pther match-ups are Arimeets Providence in the kona-USC, San Diego StateColorado State and BYUother opetiidg round conArizona State.
tests.

Coach admits US athletes
used drugs at PanAm Games
INDIANAPOLIS >AP)
John Randolph,
head
coach of the men’s track
and field team at the drugmarred 1983 Pan American
Games, admits that some
United States athletes
were heavily involved with
illegal substances.
"Some were really
loaded," Randolph conceded Wednesday at the
opening of the annual fiveday convention of The Athletics Congress, the national governing body for
the sport.
The Games, in August
at Caracas, Venezuela,
were tarnished by the ban-
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for personalized & confidential
women’s health care.
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Gynecological services
I’M,’-’ program
Pregnancy testing
Abortion service
awake or asleep

FREE PREGNANCY TEST
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Choice Medical Group
358-2766

15215 National Ave. 100 Los Gatos CA
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SOME COLLEGE COURSES
ARE MORE EXCITING
THAN OTHERS.

How many college courses
teach you how to shoot the rapids?
Or rappel a cliff? Or find your
way out of a forest with nothing but
a map and compass to guide you?
At least one doesArmy
ROTC.
And you could find yourself doing any one of a number
of exciting adventure training
activities like these in the Army
ROTC program.
Activities that develop your
stamina. And your self-confidence.
But adventure training isn’t
the only way you develop.
You’ll also learn the basics of
leadership and management by
attending ROTC classes, along
with the subjects in your major.
And you’ll be excited
about two other benefits Army
RaTt offers. Financial assistance. Up to $1,000 a year for
your last two years of Army
ROTC. And the opportunity to
graduate with both a degree
and a commission in today’s
Armyincluding the Army
Reserve and Army National
Guard.

ARMY ROTC.
BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

At San Jose State
See Cpt. Dave Stiffler
Mac Quarrie Hall
Room 310

on
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Women cagers host tournament
By Dean Kahl
Hosting the Anheuser
Busch Classic tournmament will be the easy part
for the SJSU women’s basketball team. Winning the
tourney, though, won’t be
as easy as A -B -C
The Spartans open the
ABC Tournament tonight
at 8 at Spartan Gymnasium
against
Nevada -

Reno.
The Wolf pack got off to
a 2-0 start, but since then
have lost four straight.
Head coach Chuck Ayers
said the team has been
plagued with the same
things as the Spartans
turnovers
"We’re shooting well
from the field." Ayers
said, "but we’ve been turn-
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ing the ball over in crucial
situations "
The Wolfpack is similar to the Spartans in another aspect They like to
run the ball and get their
fast -break offense established.
"When we run," Ayers
added, "we can play good
ball with anyone."
One Wolfpack starter

who has been playing good
ball with everyone is a star
in her own right center
Chris Starr. The sophomore from Klammath
Falls, Ore., has averaged
20 points and over eight re.
bounds a game. She was
even invited to play for the
United States Olympic basketball team. Joining Starr
in the front court is junior
Kit Larsen, averaging 14
points a game.
"Chris and Kit have
been pretty steady for us
all year," Ayers said
At the pace Starr has
:wen scoring, she should
break the Nevada -Reno career scoring record sometime during the ABC tourney. She needs only 40
points to shatter the mark
of 728 held by Regina Ratigan.
In the opening game of
the tourney, the University
of Hawaii encounters Montana State tonight at 6. The
Bobcats have a perfect 3-0

record, but they’ll be taking on one of the tallest
teams in the nation in Hawaii. The Wahines 12-21
have a balanced scoring attack, led by 6-3 freshman
forward Bryna Jones (16,7
points per game) guard
Lynette Liu (12.7) and forwards Kim Everett (11.7)
Brenda
MeCunn
and
(10.0).
Everett. from Weisbaden, West Germany, is
leading the team in rebounding, averaging over
10 a game. Jones, son of
Boston Celtics head coach
K.C. Jones, is averaging
9.3 boards a game.
The Bobcats, meanwhile, will counter with the
team’s leading scorer and
forward
rebounder
in
Kathleen McLaughlin, averaging 21 points and lorebounds a game. The backby
court
is steadied
Montana State’s all-time
Vicki
scorer
leading
Heebner.
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EARN MONEY OVER
CHRISTMAS VACATION
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1.i7u Murphy
Shelia Brown, above, leads the Spartans against Nevada -Reno.
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SJSU swimmers face
’zoo’ of competition
By Dean Kahl
"Giddyup!"
That command has been a favorite of
SJSU women’s swimming caoch Jack Mutimer for several years. And he’ll put it to
use again this weekend when his swimmers take part in the Stanford Invitational
today, tomorrow and Sunday in Palo Alto.
"1 don’t know exactly when I started
saying ’giddyup," Mutimer said, "but I
use that for the girls when they’re up on
the blocks. It’s better than ’Get set’ or
’Let’s go’"
Mutimer said he uses the phrase to get
the girls fired up for their races.
"It’s good for them to hear a familiar
voice of support when they’re about to
start a heat," Mutimer said.
However, the Spartans will need little
additional motivation from Mutimer.
their best start in years
They are 3-1
but will be involved in competition against
some of the area’s top swimmers.
"In our dual meets during the season," Mutimer said, "the girls either beat
the buns off their competition or they get
their buns beat. This meet will have a lot
of competitive heats.
"In dual meets," Mutimer added, "no
one can usually touch Angie (Wester). But

she ought to have her hands full this weekend. The good competition is good for the
girls."
Mutimer also noted that more than 500
swimmers should be participating in the
three-day event. Stanford. Berkeley, Pacific and several Amateur Athletics Union
senior teams will be competing.
"It’ll be a zoo," Mutimer said. "To
start off, there will be 22 heats of the 500yard free style. That’s a lot to start off the
day. If the weather is nice, the wait won’t
be that bad for the girls."
The meet won’t be scored for SJSU, so
it won’t count on the Spartans won -loss
record. But it will be a good chance for the
Spartans to break some school records.
"We ought to be able to break our 800relay record," Mutimer said. "Shoot, it’s
been standing since 1979, so it ought to fall
soon."
But Mutimer added that the best part
of the meet is the "eyeball -to-eyeball"
competition.
"The girls will have good swimmers
in the lane right next to them," Mutimer
said. "That will push them to swim their
best."
The Spartans will definitely need all
their giddyup and go for this meet.
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Testing
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Earn over $1,000 per month for up to 2 years
while still a student at your university The Navy
Nuclear Power Program is offering financial sup
port plus benefits package to top students who
qualify. Navy representatives will be interview
ing on campus at the CPPC: Friday, December 2

SERVICES
Never a Fee
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H
50 Town & Country Village
Almaden Expwy. #29
I3315
298 So. Sunnyvale Ave.. 1207

Contact your CPPC staff for
appointment or call collect,
M-Th, 9-1: (415) 452-2900

246-0472
267-4900
733-3268

When it comes to Gencom
pagers, one size doesn’t fit all.

Airfare, EurailPass, BritrailPass, Intern]
I.D. Cards,
A.Y.H.
Cards, Work Abroad Programs,
Language School
and Much Much
Call, Write or
Drop in
COUNCIL TRAVEL
312 Sutter St., $407
San Francisco, CA 94108
(415) 421-3473

DO YOU KNOW YOUR
STUDENT SERVICES?
If not, then meet Tony Bolivar,
your Associated Students Director
of Student Services

Tony Boflyar

If you have questions or
problems with the serviceE-3vailable
to you, Tony can help you.
For more information
Just Call 277-3201
Funded by Associated Students

’gook at it this way: there
are beepers and pagers.
Problem is: how do you know
which one is right for you?
Very simple Ask Gencom.
We been the industry leader
in the communications business for 30 years, continually
keeping up with the latest stateof-the-art technology. Our experience and expertise make
sure that you and your pager.
are a pair
You never have to worry
about support our customer
service representatives stay in
touch with you, making sure
(415) 835-1177
2150 FRANKLIN ST., SUITE 1070

OAKLAND

that your communications
keep pace with your needs.
And Gencom gives you
the widest area coverage available, so you have freedom of
movement without worrying if
you’re still in range.
If you want your beeper to
fit your business and your budget, call Gencom. We’ll show
you all the ways we make communications convenient.

an LED screen to show you
phone numbers, stock market
quotes. pricing information, or
pre-coded messages They can
even store messages in memory, or alert you with your
choice of tone or silent paging.
Our tone-only beepers
let you know to call your home
or business by using two different tones, and can hold your
messages in memory for later
retrieval
Display or tone:
Choose your pager and
choose your eager. choose your options just ask
We offer a variety of sophis- Gencom.
ticated display pagers that use
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a battle of the unknowns

Cal Bowl III

her Kansas 37-34 in the season’s opener Since then the
only stumbles the Huskies have made were to Wisconsin
and MAC opponent Central Michigan.
The success of this squad has more than overshadowed the pitfalls. Included in the nine wins are two big
conference victories. The Huskies fell behind to defending
MAC champion Bowling Green 20-0 at the intermission
and came back to win 24-23 on a last -seconds 27-yard field
goal by kicker Vince Scott.

By Put Surigtritinu
Cal State Fullerton vs. Northern Illinois
Most people say "who?" when looking at this matchup for the 1983 Californaia Bowl Dec. 17th in Fresno.
While these two teams may not be as well known as
Nebraska or Ohio State, actually its only fitting that
these two Cinderella squads meet for a season finale.
Northern Illinois. the champion of the Mid -American
Conference with a 9-2 record, is celebrating its best season since 1965 when the team made its last bowl game
appearance a 37-20 loss to North Dakota in the now defunct Mineral Water Bowl.
Meanwhile, Fullerton is making its first -ever bowl
trip after enjoying its first winning season at the Division
I -A level. The Titans 7-4 record, 5-1 in Pacific Coast Athletic Association action, ties a school recrod for most wins
ins season.
In 1971, the Titans’ second year of existence, they
compiled a 7-4 record while competing as a Division II
independent

The soldout Homecoming Game crowd, so excited by
the incredible Northern Illinois rally, stormed the field
and tore down both goal posts. After having the posts
repaired, the Huskies hosted undefeated Toledo the following week.
Besides Nebraska and Texas. Toledo was the only
other unbeaten Division I -A team in the country, but that
record soon fell, as Northern Illinois completely dominated the Rockets 26-10. Needless to say, the goal posts
were torn apart again.
The posts were torn down again the following week
when Northen Illinois clinched the MAC title with a win
some
over Ohio. Five goal posts broken in one season
NW fans wonder if that is some kind of single-season
record.

So how did these teams get where they are today?
Prior to this season. Northern Illinois’ only distinction
was a year ago, when Northwestern snapped its NCAA
record 36-game losing streak with a win over the Huskies.
However, this has been a magical year for the entire
state of Illinois. First of all, the Chicago White Sox won
their first American League West championship ever.
Cries of "winning ugly" were heard all over the,state. If
that was not enough, the University of Illinois is making
its first visit to the Rose Bowl since the days of Dick
Butkus in 1963. Northern Illinois has been lost in the
shuffle
But Northern Illinois gave a hint of the upcoming
year’s success when it (Aged Big Eight Conference mem-

r

Quarterback Tim Tyrrell is the big reason for the
Huskies’ success. The scrappy senior is the second leading rusher on the team with 539 yards and seven touchdowns. He has also proven that he can throw the ball.
Tyrrell, the team’s Most Valuable Player, has completed 91 -of-I89 passes for 1,260 yards and eight touchdowns. He currently has a streak of 123 straight passes
without an interception.
All -MAC running back Dart-,,,I Richardson finished
10th in the nation in rushing this year with 1,204 yards and

10 touchdowns. His performance was the best ever my a
NIU sophomore and the second best in the school’s history.
Earlier in the season Richardson ran for 252 yards
against Ball State the national high until Nebraska’s
Mike Rosier topped that two weeks ago.
While the Huskies swept right through the season, the
Titans backed into the PCAA championship when Long
Beach scored a touchdown with seven seconds to go to
beat Nevada -Las Vegas.
The Titans proved that the only statistic that means a
thing is the one on the scoreboard at the end of a game.
Fullerton finished dead last in the PCAA is total offense, passing offense, scoring offense and were second to
last in rushing offense. So much for statistics.
Quarterback Damon Allen was fifth in the conference
in passing efficiency, completing 103-01-200 passes for 1,297 yards and four touchdowns. He threw just three interceptions, a conference low.
The team’s leading rusher was Roy Lewis, who had
just 436 yards. It is apparent that the Titans won most of
their games with strong defensive efforts.
Defensive backs Mark Collins and Lee Miller tied for
the conference lead in interceptions along with SJSU’s
Sherman Cocroft. Each has seven. Miller was able to do
things with the ball after he got it in his hands. He ran for
233 yards and two touchdowns on interception returns.
The Titan defense is led by nose guard Joe Aguilar.
The 5-foot -10, 240-pound senior was named the PCAA’s
Defensive Player of the Year.
But without a big name team in the California Bowl,
many people are wondering if the game will be a financial
success. Cal -Bowl ticket representative Jane Lewis
seems to think so.

At this point 18,000 tickets have already been sold.
Last season at this time the game was nearly sold out,
mostly because the hometown Fresno State Bulldogs
were playing in the game: However, sales are up compared to the first Cal -Bowl two years ago when SJSU
played Toledo.
"The Cal-Bowl is starting to grow in momentum,"
Lewis said. "People are starting to go to the game simply
to see the bowl game, not just to support a certain team.
People are getting used to the idea."
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Early Bird Dinner
,$4.50
4pm-7pm
Soup Salad Luncheon
all -you -can -eat
$4.50
11am-3pm

DEN

Champagne Sunday Brunch
11am 3pm
1205 The Alameda
286-9422
6 am -11 pm Sun-Thurs
OPEN 24 HOURS FRI-SAT
106Yo Off with this ad

S FREE

GIVE
a
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SJSU, Stanford collide;
first time in four years
continued from page 4
three years. After graduating four lettermen who combined for over 46 points a
game, fifth-year coach Tom Penders is
faced witha recruiting year.
A talented group of freshman should
speed up the process.

was named ’Player of the Year’ by The
Sporting News and UPI.
Perkins, a 6-9 forward, averaged
nearly 17 points and 9.4 rebounds a game
last year. The senior is also considered
one of the best defensive players in the
game.

Freshman guards Joe Franco, Eric
Brooks and George Jones and frontcourt
recruits Frank Williams, Peter Magee
and Chris Edwards should make life easier for Penders, next season if not immediately.
Right now, 6-5 forward Dave Roberson is carrying much of the load for the
Rams. Roberson averaged 7.1 points a
game last season, and he came through
with 16 points in Tuesday’s loss to Santa
Clara.

Surrounding these two All-Americans
is a talented supporting cast. Forward
Matt Doherty 110.5 points a game last
year) is a typical Dean Smith player,
sound defensively and well -schooled in the
fundamentals of the game.
Brad Daugherty returns after spending his freshman year learning the ropes
at the center position. Daugherty (6-11)
averaged slightly better than eight points
a game last year. Junior Buzz Peterson
handles the point guard duties.

North Carolina is usually the pick to
win any tournament, and the Tar Heels
have to be favored to win this one, too.
Dean Smith, now in his 22nd year,
fields another talented team. The secondranked Tar Heels are once again loaded
with talent.

"Were very excited about the tournament field," Stanford sports information
director Steve Raczynski said. "Carolina
has to be the obvious favorite, but anything can happen. We have (our good
teams competing.

Leading the way for North Carolina
2-01 are All-Americans Michael Jordan
and Sam Perkins. Jordan, now a 6-6 junior. is considered by many to be the finest
player in the country. He averaged 20
points and 5.5 rebounds a game last season, was a unanimous All-American and
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"The main thing for us was to make
sure we play San Jose State, because of
the proximity of the schools and the natural rivalries."
The losers of Friday night’s games
will square off at 7 p.m. Saturday, with the
championship game scheduled to start at
9.
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1963 Miller Brewing Co . Milwaukee, WI

performing today at noon
in the Student Union Ballroom
FREE of charge.
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Students for Peace will hold a meeting at 7 p.m. Sunday upstairs in the Women’s Center. For more informaotion call Dan Ballard at 294-9121 or the San Jose Peace
Center at 297-2299.
The Ski Club will hold a Snow Dance from 9 to 11 p.m.
tomorrow in the SES Hall, 1372 Lafayette St., Santa Clara.
For more information call Gina Hamilton at 354-8441.
Campus Ministries will hold a campus-wide Prayer
for Revival from 2 to 4 p.m. today in the Spartan Memorial Chapel. For More information call Jonathan Chin at
277-8285.

Dean Fortunati

Martin the Spartan
CMON, SEVEN COME ELEVEN II

SPARTAGUIDE

irJU.:,T BE -.
; GLAD YOU
DIDN’T c,E.7
(...._
BOXCARS,
MELON -NOSE’

Today is the last day that the Student Union Programs and Services office will accept nominations for
students to be included in "Who’s Who Among Students in
American Universities and Colleges." Nominations are
being accepted in the old cafeteria. For more information
call Virginia O’Reilly at 277-2188.

The Overcomers will present a musical drama titled
"Born to Die" at 7:30 p.m. Monday and Tuesday in the
Student Union Loma Prieta Room. For more information
call John Miller at 279-2133.

Kevin Yeager

Leaf Notes

_5PAICIAtt PUB j

CLASSIFIED
ANNOUNCEMENTS

VINTAGE CHIC

CHILD

ABUSE TREATMENT PRO
GRAM Enhance personal and pro
fessional growth as VOLUNTEER

clothing and treasures horn the
past Rumors
Antiques tot the

INTERN in world renowned local
prograrn
Counseling
support

Gatos 354 8488

romenti

data proc.smli
Public
aware..
fundraising.
etc Br & monolingual. ell majors.
grad & undergred E riperience front
clerical to post grad. Intro to mom

279-2765
GIVE THE GIFT only toucan give to
someone you love.
bNutiful
color portrait by John Paulson Pho
lography 448,2388
HARD TIME IN CALCULUS/ Unhappy
with your grodes, Send 83.95 ppd
for

sellexplanatory study guide
to George Swiltart. 2829 Pentten
cia Crk Rd . SJ 95132

KARATE 00 & KABUDO CLASSES
Traditional Japanese
Okinawan
Iterate Shorin.
ShotoKen
Sho
lie
Classical Kobudo Iwuponl
traung Karatedo 15 Kobudo like
other martial or cultural arts. has
Os aim at nothing less than to

826.000

TUTOR

Contact

Jack
after 4PM at 262-6971
ATTENTION

TRADE

515

Licalso

for

$50

Proven to wore Bonus. toot Sin
crusty interested’ Rush tell addressed stamped envelope Woo.
577 So 9th St SJ. CA 95112
AVON SALES REPS Exclusive territories offering wacellent part time in
come with flex hrs Call Gloria at
998 0407
CARPET CLEANER NEEDED FT/PT
Must have own vehicle
Herd
wore high pay CO 378 3382
CHIMNEY SWEEP

Herd work, good
No experience necesury
289 8222
money

EULIPtA RESTAURANT is taking appl
for up waiteress Also for chel
helper Call 280-6167 374 So
First St

to

LADY

SPARTAN

CLUB

SOFTBALL

Spring schedule set for women in
in

te f

playing

lastrpitch

’offing vs intercollemete teems
Fund raisers and booster 8 helps
P. your SJSU fees & books S.
you Nov. 2 & 9. 4pm MG 202
Call 2261,968 or 277.3158 for
tnlo

Part or full time

MM

per week Call John Mack
10081 733-7272 or .nd resume
740 N Mary Ave . Sunnyvale.
CA 94086

INDEPENDENT
SULTANT

NUTRITIONAL CONNow you can launch

new career that will provide you

an

opportunity to earn top
Become an Independent

income

11 30 in the Guadalupe Rm. For
other Bible study times and activities. call Karen at 377 0772 or
David at 14151965.0151
SJSU SHOTO KAN KARATE CLUB,.
grouping If interested in mere.,
mg your knowledge & skill in the
art of karate with your own SJSU
Karate Club. corns by PER 280. 3
to 4 30 pm on TIP or cell 629
0421 for info All levels are wel
come, beg thru advanced We can
achieve together in refinement

SKI CLUB’S CHRISTMAS Snow Dance.
Sat Dec 3rd. 9prn.1 ern. 82 mom
bers. et non members Advanced
tickets et Ski Club Table or call
Mary al 243-3586 or Joe at 296
3947
SOMEBODY CARES ABOUT YOU al
Evangel Christian Fellowship Our
is filled with dynamic
young people who believe the,
God is alive and doing exciting
things in the earth today Visit us

church

Sunday at 8130 am. 1700 em or
8 30 pm. Rides avalleble 1255
SJ. new 280 and Rece

Pedro St

signed to enable people to gain.
loose. or maintain their body
weight For mom information call
Independent Columbia Consultant

THERE IS NO GOD .or is there? The
Overpowers believe there is. Come
experience new life in Christ eye.
Wednesday night at 7 30. Costa.
noan Room. Suilant Union

279

e nd gay

MODELS.
(m/11.

no

L’Agance

esperience
Models.

necessary

leading

Bay

WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Chriernan Center Sunday Lutheran 1005 am.
Catholic

4 00

and

8 00

pin

Prayer group Tuesday at 5 00 pm
Please cell campus Ministry 298
0204 for worship counseling pro
grams and study opportunities
Rev Natelie Shims. Fr Bob Hayes
Sr Joan Penske. R. Norb Firn

AUTOMOTIVE

nencing avatlehle Cell Andre 265
4400 Dealer
535015est
71 LEMAN S
offer Call 262 2097 early AM or
all OPM

PONTIAC

FOR SALE 77 PUCH MOPED Perfect
Call Pete 255 2438
condition
anytime day or night $250
GUILD ACOUSTICAL W/CASE $330
HP poi printer $185 w/qmod
8195 microcessette vo7 tapes

sibla

Call for spilt

14081 559

The
2420
3930
Campbell. CA 95008

Pruneyard

MOTHER’S HELPER. FLEXIBLE HAS
Must drive LT work. good pay
C011268,8876
OFFICE ASST FLEXIBLE HAS PT now
full

SALE, NEED CASH1 Pan
meow uecuove estate. must sell
all luxury furrushings ant orn de
sign. sole 6100, sew 845000

5 piece bedroom suite with desk
855000 fl prec dinmg room set
cost $160000 sell 5800 81.01
lighted well unns cost
$ 1300 sell 5650 00 Coffee &
end labia lamps etc C. help de
pecan

liver 170 2031

By

335 So

FREE 2 MINUTE PREGNANCY TESTS
tor SJSU students fall SeinfiSter
With this ad Counseling, abortion
services and obstetrical care

Lo

mad 6 blocks from campus Call
Women’s Comrnunity Clinic. Inc
at 287 4322 for appointment
Confidential
LOOKING FOR A FEMALE roommate to
live with a cerebral petty use corn
2308

Lone always. Michelle

Stop shaving

wee

tweeting or using chemical

depktories Let me permanently re
move your unwanted hair Ichin hi
kini-rummymoustache. etc 115%
discount to students and faculty
15. 1983 and get
at 112 price

559

3500. Gwen Chelgren. R E HAIR
TODAY

GONE

1645 S

Bascom Ave, Ste

TOMORROW.
C.

CASH

FOR YOUR BOOKS end re
cords" Recycle books and records
138 East Santa Clara between
3r0 and 4th Sts Open 7 days 10
am to 9 pm. Call for buying hours
up We stock over 125.000 new
& used books
JOCKEY

reedy

what you want

Ross is an SJSU

graduate with eight years radio ex

HANDWRITING

ANALYSIS

Explore

personality potential Re. mt.
P0 Box 36087, SJ 4486203
LOOKING FOR A WEDDING photogra
o hm, If there were
way you
could ha., fantastic linear your
wedding and still get national

envena

winning photography, you

seven years. John Paulson’. Pho

JOBS

Surnmerlyear

monthly

Sightseeing

Fr. info

Write IJC, Box 52-CA38. Corona
Del Mar. CA 92625

up po

on campus now and
198394

dunng
hours/month.

would went to know more thout
wouldn’t yOu, Fyur the past

Mgrsphy

has

doing just that

been

for many couples

Perhaps we

can do the same for
call

John

Pleue
Photography.

Paulson

yOU,

210

$4 50/hr

Send

name. address. phone . class yr .
etc to Ms Nish., 152 Temple

SALES CLERK PART.TIME.
hours Call 251.8001 now for ap
phcatton Starting 84 80 per hr
SALES PIT EVENINGS & weekends
Just strung down drinking coffee

ins from Meth Anxiety. THE MATH
INSTITUTE offers help in the form
of 3 and/or 6 hour intensive
courses Overcoming Math Anxi
ety for Adults. Basic Algebra. Geo
luny. Conquering CBEST’s or
ELME’s Math Anstety

$40 00/3

hrs or 575 0013 hrs
8066

14081295
Group and/or private tutor

MOVING.

and odd jobs
SJSU surer wi 1 /2 ton truck can
help Experienced, dependable end
flexible Bruce 277 8837

PREGNANT, NEED HELP, Choice Med
ical

Group can help

non to 14 wits awake or asleep
All services in a confider...I and
motion call and talk to our coon

servatiyes

added and can be
5 minute.
Bakery
products just add water and cook
Also gormel
and drinks
in

Unlimited potential For mom info,
motion on becoming a distributor
or buying et diatributor prices call
B rian., 554 2966
PARK

NATIONAL

5 000 openings

Complete information 85 park re
Mtn

Co

port

Mission

Ave

W N . Kalispell. Mt

651 2nd
59901

wort on call at various home
84 50/5r We run this ad all se
muter Apply 1040 N 4th or call

rung work
6 blks from SJSU
Make quick eel. X mos money’.
Taylor

14081

788

8980

utile 270 1162 efter Oprn
LG FURN RM w /Nth 3 meals Mon
dry all 0111 paid Quiet env horn.
All only $397 Mo 2922948
PERSON TO SHARE old Spenieh house
near carnpuf I 350rmonth She’s
8389 nights

and

SERVICE

theses. resumes. loners
accurate Word proc

A

arl

avail Sen. Cie. 249 0412
EDITING/TYPING 266,9448 I Bound
it. in 1.FM papers line university
approved formats

g

rabianl,

resumes

custom

cover letters
Willow

and

easy access
no later

Elam 8pm

Weasel

SA -

EVA’S PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Term

sumes.

mine,

If

14 yrs upenence

Glen area

Mercie

vice

and she’s niirt,nnne

APA. Ts

papers

letters.

thesis.

etc

Eva.

re-

926-

9008

Rusty Sum marell

Greeks
I’VE SPENT FOUR YEARS
MINTING THIS THING AND

ALL I GET 15

EXCELLENT QUALITY TYPING Cow
plete professionalism st a low, stu
dent rate Pries sten et Si a page

41AJAZv

higherl

COMPLAINTS-A
. FtrPE
AlLilf, ,"!

,...n

=

- - Airi

-

- _.- -. e-

BLUE
,

A

Please call

Jeannie 274 1976
ACCURATE.

1 WANTED THE CEILING
OF THE SISTINE CHAPEL
PAINTED

,

(Technical typing and resumes are
prices slightly

MicHELANGEL 0 "

!tr. -tm. . .,. . A1,

..

A

fir i

A

c.....,,,..i

IlilLi

PROFESSIONAL.

cis. to Sall Coll 287 8128
FRIENDLY TYPING
wpm.

SERVICE

Adler

1

.4....X.

Satellite.

area Trish Foster 356 3704
GILROY AREA TYPING

term papers

Jim Bricker

The Spartan Daley

1 25 per double spaced page can. 842-5846
and resumes from

MW
O VOUr...00/< 41- Thil aiag,
OCAISSTLV TELL ME PEOPCE AREtsri0,-)T TC MACE A BLr-K, 41- CHRISTMAS;

GET- A colt)
ToO_77-tts"./

GIVE YOUR WORK that quality look It
deserves Typed as you like it by
Marriott Enterprise
(4081 241-

1:1

0503
HAYMOND & TYSON SECRETARIAL
Fast, accurate, prot
SERVICE
typing IBM Selectric II Call She
ron at 916,9224
INTELLIGENT
VIew/Hwy

Mountain

TYPING

85
Connie
Klein 14151967 0792

&

Gary

iupI

,
1

MERRIELL

ENTERPRISE. WEST SJ
word processing. The usellly you
want for your thesis. your herrn
paper or report 241-0503

MRS

RYAN’S

TYPING

Sheila Neal

Isaac the Newt

SERVICE

PAGE
OF my Soy SCOUT PIN -OP
C/
CA LENPAR !
7i

1 25ipage This Sernerder I am of
faring a 10% discount if you bring
your typing needs to me at least
one w.k before the due date Go
ancu

rate.

LAS 7’

011 111RoTHER

for the best, IBM ...rip. Profession.).

THE

guranteed

252 6663
QUALITY MAILORDER TYPING using
correcting
electric
Anything
Fast Senile.
400/DSpg 00 19r Ciln

Donation

typed

Mule. PO

RENEE’S TYPING. EXCELLENT work
IBM Selectric Near campus Res
sortable rat. 287-6050

Zack

Chuck

START THE YEAR OFF RIGHT! Return mg tor our third year! Quality Sam

Beckum

Rat. - Guarice Reasonable
anteed Work, Pickup & Delivery!
Open 7 days. 99 Call ABLE SECRETARIAL
’de’s)

SERVICE.

et

7278383
(eve

247 8744

Reports.

ningsiweekends1

SUNNYVALE VALLCO Marcie. Typ
ing IBM Selectric III Prompt. neat.
...le

Reasonable ttttt

739,

0715
TERM PAPERS. THESIS, reports. word
processing

Willow

Ilse.

Glen

267 5247
TERM PAPERS. THESES. RESUMES
for at your typing needs Cell Per

THE WORD COMPANY

page

CESSING Expert
student rates Theses, papers, re

will

one

and Monroe
TYPING -FAST ACCURATE

Spec

in

charts/9.phi Near 280 in Sunny
Reasonable

vale

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY
resumes.
type all reports

etc Select’, accurate.
satisfaction guaranteed
editing
The bast for less, From 51 00 per
theses

247 2681

& weekends
Located in
Santa Chu.. near San Thomas Exp

Menlo Perk 14151 328 WORD
TYPING

Call Porn

nings

WORD PRO
work
Special

fetes

Peggy

730 8989

do

page

Olivetti

campus,
Choice

$1 25 per

Free pickup et del

of

typestyle

on

electronic

THESIS TERM PAPERS
Experienced and fast Rea
son... rates Phone 269 8674

Jude 371

TYPING

59331.0. 15 266 8041 num 1

etc

TYPING LOCATED NEAR TULLY AND
MC LAUGHLIN IBM Select& III
Correctable

Anything typed Ire

ports resumes. thesis. etc I Call
998.5215 Ask for Audrey
TYPING

FAST RELIABLE

TYPING

available for review

PAPERS.

RESUMES

All

types

Elite. pica, letter gothic
script Pro service and rues rates
Cell Mary 926 1346

WORD PROCESSING TERM PAPERS
dIsserftwons
reports
theses
From a 1 50 d
saw Fru disk
storage Joys 264 1029
TYPING Any
WORD PROCESSING
thing typed SJ burn.5 wed ex
puenced with theses reeumes
etc Nunes from comers Cell

Samples

The Write Word 286 4043

Fee 515thr Call Rock Torres 287
7221

ACCURATE TYPING SERVICE Pro

all
Specieliring in

research paper.
resumes APA
format, thesis typing. gay corm
spondence. and manuscripts win
net of 1982 San Jose Regional
Contest Located new San
Jose Flea Market Looking forward
to working wnh you Off Ms
R 30 5 30 M F Aveilable eve

Each
Extra
Five
Three Four
Day
Days
Day
Days
$
.80
$4.50
$
4
15
$4.36
3 Lines 83.10 $3.80

One
Day

Two
Days

4 Lines 83.80 84.50
5 Lines $4.50 85.20
6 Lines $5.20 85.90
Each Additional Line Add

Fast

$4.85
85.55
86.25
8.70

$5.06
$5.76
$6.46

$5.20
$5.90
86.60

$ 95
$1 10
$1.25

11111111111111111111111111.11111
1111111111 11111111111_11_1111111
1111111111

11111111111111111111

Print Name
Address

Phone

City & State

Zip

Semester Rates (AI Issues)

10-14 Lines $55 00
5-9 Lines $40.00
15 Plus Lines $70.00

Phone 277-3175

wknds by regime, Call ism 251
5942
TYPING

111111111)111411111111111111111

Minimum throe Sees on one day

clinical end ebnormel psychology

%York guarent.d

Print Your Ad Here
(Count approximately 30 letters and spaces (or each line)

Ad Rates

Enclosed

L

is $

mos

Days

depend

able

HOUSING

379 9975

Fast

14151 845 4990
PSYCHOTHERAPIST IN PRIVATE prsc
lice will provide tutoring to pay
chology students in the ereen of

ACCURATE

EVERGREEN I Me ve,2 rooms
priv wid 827500 month incl

utilities

SECRETARIAL

Repo.

MUSIC LESSONS
J./
rock. popular ’m.o voice song
writing On campus with Don Cer
do. Adj Music Dept Faculty

Typing

WANT ED TEL E PHONE SOLICITORS
54 00 to 810 00 per hour Eve

Mr

EASYTYPE

Seven litinesari bux
’iiIretal

Sdkatk.,Mo,trasaaaace,,,,trot IA4 dream come true, an
itt tTly prvo Toro,

fwetXLb($51 At:iit (Auche
kanoulanca’ torrage truck? evoi
net no no. IT

PRIVATE

TYPING

JOBS
Handymen $7 00/hr
(skilled) for sportments nut cam
pus Also. need 2 muscle men to

Confect

866 2458

Anderson

selors at 358 2766

Atm SJ
TWO

Cat alel,
Cept those suclos costa

wrth preg

nancy tests end counseling abor

supportive environment For Int or

15 year shelf life No pre

Dr.

Vslimebagol

HAULING

merlon

JOBS

lin. semi action quirrenteed IBM
Correcting Selectric Can Nancy ai

Life on Earth

fart Impressions. 996 3333 Stu
dent rates Located in amoebae

mg available

veloped by NASA mom. no refrig

21 parks

EXPERIENCED

ports trenscoption. expert editing

START YOUR OWN BUSINESS New
cornpany swung all seise records
Selling not necessary to earn top
income New space age foods de

prepared

AND

Tan years experience
100 wpm fast. $1 25 per page
fast turnaround UR we at all dead
TYPIST

Theses, Resumes. Dilation. Etc

448 2388
MATH ANXIOUS, For anyone suffer

PART TIME EMPLOYEE wanted to put

Phone 264

Boa C 18300, Tamel, CA 94974

it

round Europe. S Amer . Austra
lia. Asia All fields 5500 $1200

Espwy

Guaranteed quick

51 25/pg Blossom Hill/Los Gatos

SPONSE I arn repeating my offer

DISC

&veil

4504
PROFESSIONAL

70

niture 296 1261
OVERSEAS

time

Brenham Lana

return on all papers

FAST.

BECAUSE OF YOUR FANTASTIC RE

Call before Dec

etc

servo."

Almaden

Neat

able

SERVICES
Bare it all.

Term

51 25 page ldouble spaced) Coo

FAST.

STEVE. REMEMBER THAT 11009 you

aspen

EXPERT

FOR

LINDA

enc,d professional typing
papers
letters
resumes

Call

during semester
break Apply now for early consid
oration Call Kathy at Russell’s Fur

530 Larry 942 5753113NC
URGENT

Confidenul

247 7486

Ross 248 1795

Don at 288 6647

FOR SALE

only

Baywood Aye . San Jo., CA,

portone and many references Call

Co
DO YOU NEED good *co
SAVE
nornical transponation? You don t
need a cm you n.d a Volk..
gen, Several to choose from Fr

removed forever
um

rope. New York. Tokyo work pos

SUMMER

hither

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC Unwented hair

Area agency, seeks new faces Eu

money 289 8222

ens Clinic, 356 0431

tails Neil Enter . Box 53686. San
Jose, CA 95153

FASHION/COMMERCIAL

FURNITURE. CLOTHES, re
cords and appliances. etc Paul

WANTED- SPERM DONORS of all no
qualities Call Los 011vos Wom

EARN HUNDREDS! PROVEN, Works at
home insect, time No selling, De
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obstructing a congressional investigation.
The jury also asked to see a document which formed
the basis of two of the charges, a Dec. 13 letter Lavelle
wrote explaining when she learned Aerojet-General had
dumped wastes at the Stringfellow acid pits in California.
In the sworn statement and in later testimony before
Congress. Lavelle maintained that she first learned about
Aerojet’s Stringfellow connection June 17. 1982.
’The government contended that Lavelle was told
about Aerojet on May 28. called an Aerojet official three
days later to alert him of EPA’s findings and continued
her involvement until EPA officials pressured her to withdraw June 18.
The government charged Lavelle lied because she
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By Eric Hermstad
President Gail Fullerton swung for an hour
Wednesday night with the Sigma Nu fraternity.
She was helping the fraternity with a Swing-a-thon
it is holding to obtain contributions for the Toys for
Tots drive sponsored by the U.S. Marines.
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The annual event, now in its 27th year, brings toys
to children who otherwise might not receive any. The
group has gathered about 1,000 toys so far. Before
distribution, the used toys will be cleaned by the Marines.
"It’s a worthy project, a fine tradition, and a good
cause," Fullerton said.
"I didn’t tell my husband I’d be swinging with the
Sigma Nu’s tonight."
Although Fullerton had not donated a toy yet, she
said she plans to do so.
The fraternity has been swinging in a large
wooden box swing since noon last Sunday and plans to
continue until 8 p.m. today.
"Ire’s a lot of pillows and things in here so it’s
pretty comfortable," Meissner said. "It’s well
upholstered."
The swingers take half-hour shifts, with a member
of Sigma Nu and either a little sister or a soriety member taking part in the swinging.
Active members of Sigma No are required to
swing for a total of two hours and pledges are required
to spend three hours on the swing.
The fraternity is also accepting cash donations, as
well as receiving sponsorships from King Norman’s
Kingdom of Toys and Best Products Inc.
The fraternity is also holding an open party tonight, with proceeds going to the philanthropy. Admission is 92 or a new toy.
Donations of toys, both new and used, are being
accepted in front of the fraternity’s house located at
155S. 11th St.
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"It’s basically a publicity stunt," said Mike
Meissner, president of Sigma Nu. "The swinging attracts attention. -
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Lavelle contended that her version of events was correct. She said she did not trust the information she re- 4
ceived May 28 and waited until it had been verified before
withdrawing from the Stringfellow case.
During six hours on the stand. Lavelle maintained
that while she discussed politics she never made cleanup
decisions based on political considerations
Lavelle either denied or said she could not remember
conversations in which government witnesses testified
she discussed helping candidates in Indiana. Missouri and
Michigan and talked of wanting to "hit" then -Gov. Edmund Brown Jr. by withholding EPA money from California.
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